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Greetings and WOW!  Can you believe 
its another year gone by?

Before the crazy holiday REALLY kicks 
in - I wanted to give you a present from 
me ... the MERRY CLAUSE tutorial.

This fabulous new mold by ALEX was 
suppose to be a sweet Mrs. Clause, and 
ended up being Santa’s BABY - dressed 
and ready for the after party <G>.

The reindeer I used in my official 
Christmas card - shown to right is from 
JIL (jilweisz@gmail.com) and the flow-
ers are from MARI SMITH-WELCH 
<msmithwelch@yahoo.com>

As always 
Happy Creating!
DANA

www.miniatureart.com
DANA@Miniatureart.com 

Facebook:   
www.facebook.com/danamarieburton

----------------------------------------------- 
MDL Owner:  www.minidolllist.com 
 

PLEASE NOTE
I will be mostly offline working like an Elf 

during the first 3 weeks in December 
and then taking the last week to enjoy 

the holidays with my family.
----------------------------

January lst - we are back online 
and ready to create ...

So until then ...
Big hug and thank you for your Patronage!

CREDITS: 
-FACE Mold LILY from ALEX 

Coming soon for commercial use!

DOLL: 
Painted, designed, wigged and dressed by 

DANA of MiniatureART.com 
Won in raffle by Bonnie Glazier
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Directions ....

1.  Paint your doll’s face and cover with 
plastic baggie to protect while dressing.

2.  Insert pipecleaners into the 1/2 man-
nequin base and your doll torso and glue 
together.  

3.  Glue doll onto a base (we like the stur-
dy metal ones - with a center pole from 
JIL (jilweisz@gmail.com).   
Let doll/stand dry over night.

4.  Next day, lay your doll down on paper, 
and outline (trace) around body.  I added 
about 1/4” allowance.  

5.  Carefully lay paper pattern piece on 
the doll - and if it fits to her sides as 
shown in photo - cut pattern out of the 
red cotton velveteen material and glue flat 
on doll.

6.  I cut a little *V* back for sexy appeal.

**NOTE** I traced the pattern on back of 
material and then cut out.  It was SOOO 
much easier to work with then pins.

This material is amazing and thin but 
FRAYS!

Another hint, is to fold your pattern/ 
outline in half, and cut out - so both sides 
are equal.
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7.  Repeat directions with the front of 
dress pattern piece ...

AND note that this time - you are going 
to turn the very EDGES of  velvet materi-
al to wrong side and glue flat.

THEN ... glue one side of doll - and care-
fully place front pattern on.

LET DRY - like an hour!  making sure to 
carefully press in the waist line.

8.  THEN carefully stretch material 
across to other side seam and glue.

9.  I cut a *V* shape into her front to al-
low the velvet to fit nicely without wrin-
kles.

10.  Take your white lace, and color with 
red sharpie marker.  When dry, glue 
around raw edges of front and back *V*.
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11.  Paint gloves on doll’s arms with Matt white 
fingernail polish.  Here is the kind I love ...

12.  Cut circle out of velvet (the size is deter-
mined by how big a MERMAID tail you wish.

13.  Turn all edges JUST to inside and glue.  
LIGHTLY GLUE or it will bleed thru material.

14.  Slide the circle around her legs and glue to 
dress.  I put in a few pins to help the folds stay 
in place while drying.
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15.  Cut out (2) 2” x 2” squares.  Turn 
edge under to wrong side and glue.

16.  Gather edges tight to form a pouf.

17.  Cut a tiny hole in top to slide the 
arm/wire thru.  Then pull gather tight.

18.  Glue arm into shoulder hole.  Use 
a pin to help hold the material in place 
while arm is drying.
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Time to Wig!  

**NOTE** this doll has a large pour hole 
on top of her head, so I simply tied a 
KNOT bun, and glued into the opening 
on head.  This filled up the space and gave 
height to her hairstyle.

THEN ....
I simply wrapped viscose around a size 5 
knitting needle, applied a flat iron to set 
hair and when the curl was cool - slid off 
rod.

NEXT I gently picked apart (loosened) 
the curl and glued on small sections until 
her head was covered.

When hair is done to your liking .... add 
feathers and pretty rhinestones and other 
bling.

The MORE sparkly you put on her - the 
better she looks!  I even added red glitter 
to the lace!

Enjoy MERRY ... and as always -  
HAPPY CREATING!
DANA

-------------------------------------------------
**NOTE**  

I did make up  few  
material only kits.  

Cost is $30 plus shipping.

These include the exact pattern I used,  
cotton velveteen, lace, glitter, gold sparkle 

flowers and feathers.  
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DANA@MiniatureART.com - www.miniatureART.com 
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